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Abstract—Mammography is the first option for screening
breast cancer. However, some lesions may be missed due to
superimposition of breast parenchymal patterns/tissues. Current
enhancement methods can highlight some specific tissues, but
the edges are weakened or extra noise is added. For improving
the solution, this paper proposed a multiscale contrast enhance-
ment for mammogram using dynamic unsharp masking (UM)
in Laplacian pyramid. Laplacian pyramid is utilized to preserve
the fine structure at each scale. Dynamic UM is presented to
adaptively enhance details and suppress noise simultaneously.
The proposed method mainly consists of five steps: 1) down-
sample images; 2) calculate the weight of dynamic UM; 3) utilize
dynamic UM enhancement for each scale image; 4) subtract the
enhancement results for each scale image to acquire Laplacian
pyramid images; and 5) restore the final enhanced image. To
evaluate the proposed method qualitatively and quantitatively,
one phantom and three clinical mammography cases were eval-
uated. Results showed the proposed method can provide much
clearer details of the mammary gland. Quantitatively, informa-
tion entropy and peak signal-to-noise ratio are increased by 0.96
and 3.89 at most compared with the state-of-the-art method.
The proposed method has demonstrated that different types of
regions are enhanced with the help of a regional adaptive evo-
lution, which has great potential for adaptively enhancing the
details and relatively suppressing the noise.

Index Terms—Dynamic unsharp masking (UM), Laplacian
pyramid, mammogram enhancement.

I. INTRODUCTION

BREAST cancer accounts for over 30% of deaths by
cancer in women and approximately 1% of all deaths
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worldwide [1]. To date, no effective method can prevent
breast cancer due to its complex causes. Full field digi-
tal mammography, since it can detect cancer at an early
stage, is more welcomed by the physicians [2]. Hence, the
survival rate can be improved by a wide range of treat-
ment options. However, several significant features related to
breast cancer are rarely detected on mammograms due to
the poor gray contrast of the image acquired by mammog-
raphy, such as mass, calcifications, architectural distortion,
asymmetries, intramammary lymph node, skin lesion, solitary
dilated duct, etc. Specifically, the X-ray transmitting through
the entire breast directly makes the structure superimposed
and covered. Clinically, it is sometimes difficult to precisely
locate irregular-shaped micro-calcifications and masses, as
well as distinguishing between benign and malignant tumors.
Therefore, improving the contrast of breast tissues and high-
lighting their structural information have a significant impact
in the diagnosis of breast cancer, especially for patients with
dense breast tissues [3]–[5].

Currently, enhancement approaches such as
histogram equalization (HE) [6], [7], unsharp mask-
ing (UM) [2], [8]–[10], fuzzy sets (FSs) theory [11]–[13], and
multiscale transformation [14]–[17] are common solutions for
enhancing mammogram. Image enhancement through HE can
improve image contrast by achieving a nearly uniform output
of gray level distribution. However, that global operation
cannot enhance small pixel differences among adjacent or
superimposed breast tissues. High-frequency amplification is
an efficient method that clarifies edges and details. UM is
applied to enhance the edge details by adding high-frequency
information to the original image based on the weight factor.
UM has superior performance in enhancing the details of an
image but amplifies noise and overshoots in the sharp regions
at the moment. Various approaches have been developed to
reduce the artifacts. Polesel et al. [8] employed an adaptive
filter which divided an image into low-contrast and high-
density components based on local neighborhood values;
thereafter, the low, medium, and high weights were utilized
to enhance the different areas. Deng [10] presented a novel
tangent system based on a specific Bregman divergence,
thereby enabling users to manually adjust two parameters
and control the contrast and sharpness for the desired results.
FSs models are very effective in removing noise without
destroying the useful information of images. Deng et al. [12]
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Image decomposition stage. (b) Image reconstruction stage.

presented an enhancement method based on intuitionistic
FSs, which could improve the contrast and visual quality
of abnormalities in mammograms. Multiscale transformation
has proven to be a far more efficient method than regular
unsharp-masking techniques [16]. Laine et al. [14] utilized
the orientation and frequency selectivity of wavelet transforms
to improve mammographic features contrast via localized
contrast gain. Mencatini et al. [17] presented a method
for mammogram enhancement and noise suppression using
dyadic wavelet processing.

This paper proposed a multiscale contrast enhancement
for mammogram using dynamic UM in Laplacian pyra-
mid (LP_DUM). Being different from the conventional LP
enhancement (LPE) and UM methods, the proposed method
utilizes dynamic weight factors to adaptively enhance details
and suppress noise. In particular, Laplacian decomposition
is utilized to preserve the fine structure at each scale.
Furthermore, the image global mean, neighborhood mean, and
neighborhood variance are calculated to determine the weight
of DUM for adaptively enhancing image by different degrees
with the aid of a regional adaptive evolution.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II contains a brief review of LP and a detailed
description of the proposed DUM. Thereafter, the imple-
mentation of the proposed method is introduced in detail.
Section III presents the experimental results. Section IV dis-
cusses a few related issues. Section V provides the
conclusions.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Laplacian Pyramid

LP was first proposed by Burt et al., which performs mul-
tiscale decomposition of an image and obtains a Gaussian
pyramid and Laplacian pyramid. Taking first-scale decom-
position as an example, image deconstruction and image
reconstruction stages are shown in Fig. 1.

The image deconstruction stage includes reduction, expan-
sion, and the difference of Gaussian (DOG) step. In the
reduction step, down-sampling (↓) process is implemented on
the original image G1. Hence, the next scale image G2 is
acquired thereafter, which maintains the low-frequency infor-
mation of G1. In the expansion step, up-sampling (↑) and
Gaussian kernel F are applied upon G2 to obtain the predic-
tion image G′

1. In the DOG step, the Laplacian image D1 is
obtained through a difference operation between G1 and G′

1.
In reconstruction stage, G1 can be acquired by adding G′

1

and D1. It should be noted that Gaussian filtering process F,
down-sampling (↓) and up-sampling (↑) here are just symbol
representations. The mathematical equation and corresponding
parameters of them will be cleared in Section II-C.

In most cases, G2 will continue to deconstruct into lower
scales via reduction step. Lastly, we can obtain a Gaussian
pyramid that comprises a series of low-frequency images
(G1, G2, . . . , GN+1) (assuming N times deconstruction) and
an LP that consists of difference images (D1, D2, . . . , DN).
Later, the original image will be reconstructed layer by
layer starting from lowest scale Gaussian image GN+1 and
difference image DN .

Liu et al. [18] developed an LPE algorithm by adding the
Laplacian image Dn to the prediction image G′

n by a factor of
kn at each scale n(n = N, . . . , 2, 1). This process is performed
in image reconstruction stage from the lowest scale to the
upper until the image reconstruction is completed (n = 1).
This algorithm can be formulated as follows:

Gn = G′
n + knDn (1)

where kn is a weight factor that determines the proportion of
the Laplacian image, that is, accounted in recovery process-
ing. Different kn indicates different degree of high frequency
information of the image are enhanced.

B. Dynamic Unsharp Masking

Besides LPE, we proposed a novel DUM algorithm to
simultaneously enhance the images at each scale images of
LP. DUM is proposed based on UM. UM can be expressed as
follows:

U = G + λ(G − G · HLP) (2)

where G denotes the original image, function HLP is a low-
pass filter, U is the image after processed, and λ is a linear
high-frequency weight factor to control how much to boost
the high frequency. Compared with the traditional UM, DUM
sets a dynamic weight factor h(i, j) for each pixel (i, j) on the
image to substitute the weight factor λ which is a constant for
the whole image. The subscripts i and j are the ith row and jth
column elements of breast image. DUM are defined through
the following formula:

U = G + h(i, j)(G − G · HLP) (3)

where h(i, j) is defined for each pixel (i, j) as follows:

h(i, j) = α
mean

μ(i, j) + log(σ (i, j))
. (4)

The mean denotes the global gray average for the image,
except for air component. μ(i, j) and σ (i, j) are the neigh-
borhood mean and neighborhood variance, respectively. The
size of the neighborhood is set 11×11 to balance the compu-
tation efficiency and the enhancement effect. α is a constant
weight factor of DUM like λ in UM. In general, rules of thumb
and subjective evaluation are used for selecting α. The typical
value of α in experiments substantially is 0.6 which maintains
the details and none of artifacts increasing in mammogram
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Fig. 2. Workflow of LP-DUM method.

enhancement. The primary function of logarithm on the vari-
ance is to ensure that there is still a certain enhancement effect
when the variance is quite large.

At the edge of the skin, the σ(i, j) is relatively large
comparing to the other regions. Despite that, the value of
log(σ (i, j)) is relatively small. Then the effect of log(σ (i, j))
in weighting factor h(i, j) can be excluded from considera-
tion. Therefore, for the processed pixel at the edge of the
skin, h(i, j) is mainly determined by μ(i, j) and mean value.
In addition, μ(i, j) is less than mean value at the edge of
the skin. Consequently, the weighting factor h(i, j) is appro-
priately increased, thereby further enhancing the edge of the
skin. For the pixel inside the breast, μ(i, j) is approximately
equal to mean. The neighborhood where σ (i, j) is relatively
large will reduce h(i, j). Thus, relative noise suppression is
implemented. When μ(i, j) is larger than mean, such as in
micro-calcifications region, the corresponding weight factor is
reduced to avoid over-enhancement.

C. Implementation of the Workflow

Fig. 2 shows the workflow of proposed method including N
layers of LP. G1 is the input mammogram and R1 is the final
result after processed. First, the original image is processed
with Gaussian filter and down-sampling (↓) at a factor of 2
(F1 ↓) iteratively to acquire Gaussian pyramid images GN ,
which maintaining the basic structure of the original image

Gn+1(i, j) =
2∑

x=−2

2∑

y=−2

w(x, y)Gn(2i − x, 2j − y)

n = 1, . . . , N − 1 (5)

where

w(x, y) = 1

2πσ 2
e
− x2+y2

2σ2 . (6)

The parameter σ is applied to each image level. The smooth-
ing effect of the filter increases by enlarging its value; however,
high-frequency information is lost simultaneously. σ is chosen

to be 1.6 typically [19]. The filter kernel w(x, y) is typically
selected to be a 5 × 5 pattern of weights in many litera-
tures [16], [19], [20]. The Gaussian pyramids are generated
by a sequence of smoothed image (G1, G2, . . . , GN+1).

The prediction image Gn is obtained by using expansion
processing on the Gaussian pyramid images as described in
the LP reconstruction stage. This procedure can be formulated
as follows:

Gn(i, j) =
2∑

x=−2

2∑

y=−2

W(x, y)Gn+1((i − x)/2, (j − y)/2) (7)

where W(x, y) is the recovery filter, here, we suppose
W(x, y) = 4w(x, y) referencing [19].

Second, the weighting factor h(i, j) of the prediction image
is calculated to obtain the enhanced prediction image G′

n at
each scale

G′
n(i, j) = Gn(i, j) + h(i, j)

(
Gn(i, j) − HLPGn(i, j)

)
. (8)

HLP can be any appropriate low-pass filter such as mean filter
of 5 × 5.

The LP image Dn is the difference between the Gaussian
pyramid image Gn and the matching scale enhanced image
G′

n. Accordingly, Dn can be expressed as

Dn(i, j) = Gn(i, j) − G′
n(i, j). (9)

In addition, the down-sampling image of the last scale
Gaussian pyramid image GN is considered the first recovery
image RN+1, which is calculated as follows:

RN+1(i, j) =
2∑

x=−2

2∑

y=−2

w(x, y)GN(2i − x, 2j − y). (10)

Thereafter, the first recovery image RN+1 recovers to the
upper scale by up-sampling and filtering operation to obtain
the up-sampling recovery image R′

n

R′
n(i, j) =

2∑

x=−2

2∑

y=−2

W(x, y)Rn+1((i − x)/2, (j − y)/2). (11)
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(a) (c)

(b)

Fig. 3. Experimental materials. (a) Digital mammography system.
(b) Physical shape of CIRS 011A. (C) Internal structures of CIRS 011A.

Lastly, the LP image Dn is linearly added to the up-sampling
recovery image R′

n for the succeeding recovery

Rn(i, j) = R′
n(i, j) + Dn(i, j) × kn. (12)

In the workflow, (11) and (12) are implemented iteratively
to obtain the enhanced image R1.

D. Data Acquisition

To verify the efficacy and efficiency of the proposed
enhanced method, experiments are conducted using the qual-
ity control (QC) phantom (CIRS, Inc., USA) [21] data first.
In general, these phantoms are often used for imaging quality
analysis. They still can be evaluated the enhanced effect for
images with sufficiently reflecting a real breast.

Data were acquired in the digital mammography system [see
Fig. 3(a)], which was only used for research purposes. The
tube voltage range changed from 25 to 32 kV. All mammo-
grams were acquired on modern automatic exposure control
mode with 40–60 mAs. The time of exposure is 400–600 ms,
and the current of tube is 100 mA. The detector readout dimen-
sion is 3584×2816 with a pixel size of 0.07 mm × 0.07 mm at
4096 gray level. Fig. 3(b) shows the physical shape of the QC
phantom and Fig. 3(c) displays the phantom internal structures.
These structures comprise 50% fat with thickness of 4.5 cm
and 50% simulated material of the glands.

The experiments with realistic breast data were also con-
ducted. For intuitive understanding, three different types of
breast images were chosen for display in this paper. It should
be understood that although a few types of images were
shown, our method is not limited to these images. The first
type, heterogeneously dense breast, possessing numerous sali-
vary ducts and limited fat, is considerably common in young
women. The second type is breast with calcifications inside,
whose distribution, shape, and number of high correlations
with early breast cancer [22], [23]. The third type is breast
with predominating fatty tissue, which often has noticeable
salivary ducts but an unnoticeable edge profile. In this paper,
the three realistic breast images were retrospectively collected

and anonymized for clinical research purposes. This paper
did not involve new mammography of patients and, therefore,
did not require approval of the local ethics committee. All
patients provided written informed consent for their images to
be used for research purposes and to be published. Original
images, both phantom data and three typical realistic breast
data, were acquired by only negative logarithmic transforma-
tion of projection data. Uniform distribution of gray scale in
breast area without details highlighted makes precise diagnosis
quite difficult.

UM in [10], LPE in [18], and the proposed method (i.e.,
LP_DUM) are separately used to enhance images.

To quantitatively evaluate the different enhancement perfor-
mance, we utilized the index information entropy (IE) [24]
to measure the enhanced contrast. Such effect is expressed as
follows:

IE = −
∑

i

∑

j

P(i, j) log2 P(i, j) (13)

where

P(i, j) = f (i, j)∑
i
∑

j f (i, j)
. (14)

P(i, j) denotes the probability of the pixel gray value f (i, j)
that accounts in the global gray value. The higher IE value is,
the more details are preserved in the image.

In addition, peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) are applied
to assess the noise suppression of the proposed method. Given
a reference image f and a test image g, both of size M × N,
the PSNR [25], [26] between f and g is defined by

PSNR = 10 log10

(
max2

f

MSE

)
(15)

where MSE is given by

MSE = 1

MN

∑

i

∑

j

(f (i, j) − g(i, j))2 (16)

maxf denotes the maximum gray value of the reference
image f. The PSNR value approaches infinity as the MSE
approaches zero; this shows that a higher PSNR value provides
a higher image quality.

III. RESULTS

A. Phantom Data

The processed results of phantom images by using the three
methods are shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the whole
contrast of processed image by LP_DUM is clearer and the
lesion regions are easily discernible.

For better focus for the specific regions in the phantom
images, four different cropped regions delineated by the red
rectangles in Fig. 4(a), all sizes of 256 × 256 pixels, are
shown in Fig. 5. ROI #1 to ROI #4 are the text, low-
density, low-contrast, and edge area, respectively. In general,
three enhancement methods can individually offer a good
visual effect. For ROI #1, the text presents more brightly and
clearly using LP_DUM. ROI #2 shows that LP_DUM can effi-
ciently identify low-density regions and sharpen the edges.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4. Comparison of processed phantom data by different methods.
(a) Origin. Enhanced image by (b) UM, (c) LPE, and (d) LP_DUM.

Fig. 5. Regions cropped from Fig. 4. First row to last row are regions cropped
from the original image, processed image by UM, LPE, and LP_DUM,
respectively. Red arrows indicate where LP_DUM works well.

In addition, it can be found that the calcifications are more
easily recognizable in enhanced results, when compared to
UM and LPE methods. ROI #3 shows that the direction of the
fiber is clearer with LP_DUM. For ROI #4, the image is con-
siderably brighter and the edges are clear using LP_DUM. The
window/level set for each ROI are same.

Fig. 6 presents the image intensity profiles of the middle row
(blue line) of four red squares. Through the profile, the contrast
of images is improved whether UM, LPE, or LP_DUM meth-
ods compared with original phantom image. And LP_DUM
is superior to the other two methods with the largest ampli-
tude of curves in the feature areas in terms of improving
image contrast. Furthermore, the invariably highest grayscale
of LP_DUM implies the brightest abnormal regions (e.g.,
masses or micro-calcifications), which are more discriminable
for diagnosis.

Table I shows the IE value comparison of the entire image
and four ROIs images. The LP_DUM algorithm has the largest
IE in the global and local images, thereby indicating the
presence of substantial information.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Profiles comparison of ROIs. (a) ROI #1. (b) ROI #2. (c) ROI #3.
(d) ROI #4.

TABLE I
IE OF ENHANCED PHANTOM IMAGE BY THREE METHODS

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 7. Comparison of processed heterogeneously dense breast images by
different methods. (a) Origin. Enhanced image by (b) UM, (c) LPE, and
(d) LP_DUM.

B. Realistic Breast Data

1) Enhanced Mammogram of Heterogeneously Dense
Breast: Fig. 7 shows enhancement results of the heteroge-
neously dense breast. Subjectively, LP_DUM enhancement
method provides much clearer contrast/shape/details of the
mammary gland. In addition, the edge of the skin is well-
preserved with the LP_DUM method.
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Fig. 8. Regions cropped from Fig. 7. First row to last row are regions cropped
from the original image, processed image by UM, LPE, and LP_DUM,
respectively.

TABLE II
OBJECTIVE INDEXES OF ENHANCEMENT DENSE MAMMOGRAMS IN ROIS

Fig. 8 shows the magnification of four regions cropped from
Fig. 7. ROI #1 shows that the tissue texture cannot be identified
with the UM and LPE, whereas evident subtle structure are
shown by LP_DUM. ROI #2 shows a clear breast texture,
thereby enabling doctors to easily identify mammary nodules.
The edge is well-preserved in ROI #3 with LP_DUM, but
poor edge information exists in the UM and LPE methods.
The result of ROI #4 is consistent with the three ROIs.

IE and PSNR of four regions are listed in Table II for
enhanced results of dense breast. Through this table, it can
be seen that the IE and PSNR of all regions with LP_DUM
are higher than that of the other two methods. These objective
indexes indicate LP_DUM has better enhancement and noise
suppression performance.

2) Enhanced Mammogram With Calcifications: Fig. 9
shows enhanced results of mammogram with calcifications.
It can be seen that the fine details are distinctly improved
by LP_DUM, and the calcification clusters are more discrim-
inable. These enhancement results are useful for computer-
aided diagnosis systems to automatically segment the abnor-
mal regions in mammograms with breast cancer.

Fig. 10 shows the four enhanced regions cropped from
Fig. 9. ROI #1 shows that the nipple almost cannot be

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 9. Comparison of processed mammograms with calcification by different
methods. (a) Origin. Enhanced image by (b) UM, (c) LPE, and (d) LP_DUM.

Fig. 10. Regions cropped from Fig. 9. First row to last row are regions
cropped from the original image, processed image by UM, LPE, and
LP_DUM, respectively.

identified with the UM and LPE, whereas evident subtle
structure are shown by LP_DUM. ROI #2 displays enhanced
calcification clusters, and LP_DUM can highlight calcification
with a more satisfactory contrast between abnormal and nor-
mal regions. The skin edge is well-preserved in ROI #3 with
LP_DUM. In ROI #4, LP_DUM can make pectoral mus-
cle very layered, which is significant for accurate pectoral
segmentation.

IE and PSNR of four regions are listed in Table III for
enhancement mammograms with calcification. It can be seen
that the IE and PSNR of almost regions with LP_DUM are
highest. Although in ROI #2, PSNR is slightly lower than other
methods, considering that the region is a micro-calcification
cluster, such lower PSNR is also reasonable.
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TABLE III
OBJECTIVE INDEXES OF ENHANCEMENT MAMMOGRAMS

WITH CALCIFICATIONS IN ROIS

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 11. Comparison of processed mammogram of fatty breast by different
methods. (a) Origin. Enhanced image by (b) UM, (c) LPE, and (d) LP_DUM.

3) Mammogram Enhancement With Fatty Tissue
Predominating: Fig. 11 shows enhancement results of
mammogram with fatty tissue predominating, which is
suspected with infiltrating ductal carcinoma. Excellent visual
mammary ducts and microvascular are acquired and fine shin
edge is well-preserved with LP_DUM. Furthermore, the gray
level range of suspicious abnormal region is highlighted.
In this way, the improvement is valuable to a radiologist
or nonradiologist reader for understanding those suspicious
abnormalities.

Four enhanced ROIs are shown in Fig. 12. ROI #1 shows
the suspicious abnormal region are improved with LP_DUM
enhancement, whereas ambiguous mammary marginal are
shown by UM and LPE. ROI #2 displays enhanced microvas-
cular with a more satisfactory pattern. The result of ROI #3 is
consistent with ROI #2. The skin edge is well-preserved in
ROI #4 with LP_DUM.

Objective indexes of enhancement mammograms of fatty
breast in ROIs are listed in Table IV. The LP_DUM method
has a significantly larger IE and SNR value than those of
the other two methods; hence, the former is a good option
to acquire satisfactory enhancement effects of the edge and
mammary ducts.

IV. DISCUSSION

This paper developed a multiscale contrast enhancement
using LP_DUM to enhance the contrast and highlight the
edges of mammograms as well as suppress noise. This
method first decomposes an image into multilevel subim-
ages, and DUM enhancement are performed in each scale.
This method introduces the global mean, neighborhood mean,
and neighborhood variance to dynamically adjust the weight
factor instead of fixed parameter in the UM enhancement.

Fig. 12. Regions cropped from Fig. 11. First row to last row are
regions cropped from the original image, processed image by UM, LPE, and
LP_DUM, respectively.

TABLE IV
OBJECTIVE INDEXES OF ENHANCEMENT MAMMOGRAMS

OF FATTY BREAST IN ROIS

Consequently, pixels in different positions are enhanced adap-
tively. For the phantom data and realistic experiments, the
proposed enhancement method can qualitatively and quantita-
tively obtain a satisfactory image. High contrast is beneficial in
detecting abnormal lesions like masses or micro-calcifications,
while distinct mammary gland can avoid ambiguous blocks
in images. In addition, the higher PSNR indicates noise
was suppressed with LP_DUM, at least compared with UM
and LPE.

Theoretically, the more levels of LP are deconstructed, the
greater degree of the image is enhanced. However, limited
beneficial information of low-resolution image can provide for
enhancement due to the utilization of Gaussian low-pass filter
at each LP scale. The amount of calculation increases signifi-
cantly due to the DUM enhancement on each LP level. Thus,
we decomposed the image to the fourth level. Similarly, con-
sidering the computation efficiency and enhancement effect,
the size of the neighborhood is chosen 11 × 11 for efficient
enhancement.

The selection and determination of some parameters used
in analytical considerations should be rational. Two adjustable
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weight parameters lead to satisfactorily enhanced results for
different images, that is, α in DUM and kn in the image
restoration processing. Users can experimentally select their
optimal value to qualitatively and quantitatively obtain the
best enhancement results. Moreover, α as a sharpening fac-
tor determines the effect of the global mean that controls the
DUM enhancement. The typical value of 0.6 in experiments
substantially maintains the details and artifacts without any
increase. The parameter kn determines the proportion of high-
frequency components that accounts for the recovery image.
We can select different values for various levels or different
values for various pixels but in the same level. In this paper,
we simplified the experiment by selecting three constants (i.e.,
1.8, 1.8, and 1.0) for four levels from the lower to the upper
resolution images.

Nevertheless, there are still some limitations in this paper.
First, the number of mammogram in our experiment is small,
although three typical realistic breast data has been enhanced
with excellent contrast and edge preservation. It is not proven
that LP_DUM can aid in enhancing other breast lesions (such
as masses just presented in phantom data), which should
actually be the final goal of the increase of image quality.
Accordingly, the enhanced results are insufficient to demon-
strate the superiority of the proposed method in practical
applications. Second, due to the processing noise correla-
tions arise which will slightly affect clinical performance. The
impact of this correlation can be observed in Fig. 10 ROI #2. In
this figure, we can see that separate structures become a little
connected using the LP_DUM algorithm. Third, in Fig. 10 ROI
#1, it can also be seen that the nipple seems to be separate from
the breast. Although better contrast inside the nipple can be
depicted, there is still a question if it is appropriate that the nip-
ple becomes disconnected. Fourth, generally, phantom data is
often used for imaging quality analysis. Here, we utilize it to
evaluate the enhancement effect. Compared with UM and LPE,
the contrast of phantom data did not improved significantly
using LP_DUM as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. However, in the
realistic breast data, the enhanced performance of LP_DUM
is indeed significantly better than UM and LPE as shown as
Figs. 7–12. In realistic applications, the object to be enhanced
is the realistic breast data instead of the phantom data. In
general, LP_DUM is superior to the other two methods.

In addition, it must be explained that the use of IE mea-
sures of gray level distribution as measures of local contrast
enhancement maybe not particularly meaningful for mam-
mogram images [25]. Even though in many literatures lots
of evaluation indexes have been presented [14], [27], there
is no reliable basis for the effectiveness of these indexes.
The subjective evaluation of radiologist reader is the most
significant method for mammogram enhancement. A quan-
titative evaluation criterion is lacking to precisely measure
the enhancement effect. Further work might involve proposing
more reliable evaluation indexes, in the aim to be consistent
with the subjective evaluation.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed integrated method, which has been tested in
phantom and realistic date experiments, shows great potential

to adaptively enhance the details and suppress the noise of
digital mammography.
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